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This study examines the strengths and influence of International News Media Coverage
in Politics as manifested in the “Arab Spring.” Key variables that shape global news
coverage are examined with Western media institutions in particular being the focal
point. The analytical agenda or purpose of this research is to examine the relationship
between international news media and politics by evaluating news media coverage of
protests, demonstrations and uprisings in Tunisia, Egypt, Libya and Syria, in an effort to
determine how the Western media has shaped political views on those countries and other
parts of the world using its technology, political principles and advantages. A case study
analysis approach was used to explore the systemic factors that influence international
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news coverage and how these factors determine the volume and content of news that
flows from various parts of the world. The researcher found that news coverage does not
change the policy, but it does create the environment in which the policy is made and that
the media remains crucial in focusing international attention on the Arab Spring, but they
do not determine the policy, the key decisions, nor their implementations. The conclusion
drawn from the fmdings suggests that although global news media is increasingly
becoming a source of rapid real time information, it is used by politics to convey its
ideological messages and propaganda.
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________ ________ CHAPTER 1
TNTRODUCTION AND THE STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The topic: International News Media Coverage of the “Arab Spring”: Actors,
Technology and Political Impacts, examines key variables that shape global news
coverage. The Arab Spring is a revolutionary wave of demonstrations and protests
occurring in the Arab world and began in December 2010. These revolts were caused by
dissatisfaction with the rule of local governments that had established absolute
monarchies and violated human rights. Most of these countries were also experiencing
economic decline, unemployment, extreme poverty, and a number of demographic
structural factors, such as a large percentage of educated but dissatisfied youth within the
population. In the context of this thesis, the international news media is dominated by
Western media institutions; hence the “focal point” of study will be on the Western media
in particular. The analytical agenda or purpose of this, research is to evaluate media
coverage of protests, demonstrations and uprisings in Tunisia, Egypt, Libya and Syria
(collectively known as the Arab Spring) in an effort to determine how the Western media
has shaped political views on those countries and other parts of the world using its
technology, political principles and advantages.’ This thesis does not go beyond the scope
of coverage to include Saudi Arabia and Babrain although these two countries are also a
Western media are news agencies and media discussed agencies are: Agence France-Presse
(France), Associated Press (U.S), Thomson-Reuters (u.K.), Information Telegraph Agency of Russia
(Russia). News organizations will be CNN (U.S); BBC (U.K); France24 International (France)
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significant part of the Arab Spring. In the subsequent chapters Saudi Arabia and Babrain
is used to substantiate statistical facts on the discussion. The revolts in Tunisia, Egypt,
Libya and Syria are four different unique situations playing within the framework of the
Western countries’ foreign policy and strategic interests.
This thesis discusses and explores the systemic factors that influence international
news coverage and how these factors determine the volume and content of news that flow
from various parts of the world. Global news media coverage in the context of this thesis
is the communication of selected information on current events taking place on the global
spectrum and presented by television broadcasters to a third-party or mass audience. This
covers news in politics, economics, cultural, social relations and sports of world states to
establish an interconnection of a global village. While there are other establishments of
the media, such as newspapers and radio, this thesis precisely focuses on Cable and
Satellite television news coverage.
The subject is of significance to scholars of political science, mass media
communications and economics because it analyzes the inter-connected relationship of
international media, communication technologies, and international politics in assessing
the social and political impacts of global media systems. Using the Arab Spring as a case
study, the core focus of this research is to make an analysis of the factors that influence
and manipulate global news flow. Different actor types on the global news media
platform are examined to reveal patterns of news sourcing used by the international
media strategists who emerged as key brokers of information during the Arab Spring.
Actors in the context of this thesis are: journalists, the global media institutions, Western
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countries (namely United States, Britain and France) with an active role in the political
landscape of events in the Arab Spring. Russia and China are occasionally mentioned due
to the influence and their power to veto decisions on revolts in Libya and Syria at the
United Nations Security Council. Both Russia and China hold permanent seats at the
Security Council. A discussion on global news coverage and international diplomacy
cannot be complete without “key ball-players”, media practitioners and their sources, the
countries with enhanced media technology, and the global media institutions themselves.2
News sourcing is a critical element in the practice of media journalism as it. develops
from whom journalists get their information and how they process it. Navigating through
media and scholarship on international politics, the thesis attempts to explain that
international news media coverage is inherently strategic for influencing the political
structure ofworld politics and the dissemination of political ideologies.
The interest in this topic emerges from the author’s transition from journalism to
political science. It became imperative and a befitting tribute to examine the relationship
between communication and politics. It is therefore important to study misconceptions
and hopefully establish a better framework for understanding the dynamics between mass
media and political developments. This subject on international news coverage and its
political impacts further identifies closely with professional experiences of the writer as a
broadcast media specialist and student of politics. The author’s knowledge on the subject
involves first hand exposure to the world of international politics, diplomacy and
2Jo~a1js~ are sometimes referred to as reporters. They gather, write and distribute news and
other information. They sometimes research, conduct interviews and report on informatIon to be presented
in sources.
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business that has encouraged the making of a scholarly contribution to the challenges and
crises of the pursuit of political and economic development.
Furthermore this thesis provides another forum to test theories of neo-realism and
neo-Marxism. It achieves this by focusing on the role of politics, individuals in
government institutions and corporations that control global news media outlets and
television in particular. The subject international media and political impacts addresses
the forces at work that determine the limits and extent in global news coverage based on
either idiosyncratic or other social, economic and political requirements which arouse
powerful Western nations to vie for the control or influence of these elements in countries
experiencing anarchy such as (the discussed) Tunisia, Egypt, Libya and Syria. This
approach is recommendable because only through the proper understanding of global
media and its relationship with politics can the effects of international news coverage be
best evaluated and improved. It is through defming these theories that the research is able
to explain how media sustain politics and its activities and vice-versa. The thesis further
helps in understanding the dynamics of international relations and provides information
on how various aspects of human endeavor, such as in media and its international news
coverage can exacerbate or ameliorate international disputes. This work further
encourages other research on the specific aspects of the ever-developing global media
technology and its interaction with politics as manifested in news coverage of the Arab
Spring.
Furthermore the thesis explains why to millions of people around the world, the
definition of what is news is determined by global television networks; Cable News
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Network (CNN) and British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) based in the United States
and United Kingdom and controlled by Americans and British respectively. The
discussion extends to Al-Jazeera of Qatar an emerging new voice in the 21st century,
competing for audiences throughout the world by offering news shaped by varied
interests and perspectives from which sometimes vary those of the Western media. While
the argument could be that Al-Jazeera is not a Western media institution, it should be
kept in mind that the influence of the Western political doctrines has been carried to this
global institution through its employing an increased number of journalists and
production executives from CNN, NBC, BBC and France24 International. This will be
discussed in detail in later chapters.3
The development of communication technologies has helped improve
international news coverage and transmission, while also increasing the complexity of
international politics. Developed media technology allows a lone broadcast
journalist/reporter to take a single professional video camera out to shoot a story, to an
entire television crew taking a production or satellite truck on a location to do a live
television news report for a remote broadcast newscast. In politics, countries now take
advantage of sophisticated technologies used to transmit news, to criticize each other’s
domestic, foreign policies, economies and political principles. The “trade” in
international news by transnational media institutions has improved the structure and
proximity of all countries of the world to one another. Trading news in the context of this
~ The author’s conclusion is based on “floor-crossing” statistics of increased number of media
practitioners he has worked with at CNN moving to Al-Jazeera. A short list of names of news anchors and
correspondents from the BBC, CNN and ABC who have moved to Al-Jazeera is tabulated in the appendix
page.
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thesis refers to the exchange of video footage or media resource-sharing agreements by
media multinational institutions. An example of trade in international news is the
mutually beneficial arrangements between two major global broadcasters, CNN and Al
Jazeera. ~ The procedure is that CNN will provide Al-Jazeera with footage from events
that the latter’s media practitioners do not have access to, in exchange for video packages
exclusively afforded to the Arab media.5
International news coverage play an important role in today’s world in that it
impacts upon the general public, policy makers, interest group leaders and public policy
in decisions they make on daily basis. In most instances people tend to react or respond to
news or news headlines as required by the media institutions. When planes flew into New
York’s Twin Towers on September 11, 2001, most of Western news media headlines
read: “America under Attack”. The aim of these global media was to compel the
population to believe that there was an enemy or terrorists bent on killing all Americans.
Henceforth the U.S. was vindicated to repel these attacks. During Israel and Hamas
conflict, Maen Areikat, Chief Representative of the general delegation of the Palestine
Liberation Organization to the United States, told CNN’s Erin Burnett that the “media-
spin” on the conflict delayed truce between the two warring parties. Areikat stated:
4Sarah Sullivan, “While Washington asked the emir of Qatar to ‘rein in Al-Jazeera,’ American
networks were headed to Doha in search of a deal. TBS Focus, Aljazeera: The Courting of Al-Jazeera”,
TBS Journal Archives~ no. 7 (Fall/Winter 2001): 1-6.
http://www.tbsiournaLcom!Archives/FallO1/Jazeera sjs.html, accessed 3 July 2012.
~ The news trade example between CNN and Al-Jazeera is when the latter would exclusively
obtain video packages from the A1-Qaeda in Afghanistan and Pakistan, and exchange that footage for video
recordings provided exclusively for Western media institutions for no charge.
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When the media continues to say; rockets continue to rain on Israel, it makes
negotiating peace difficult6
The influence of Western media in the 21st century has extended to the Arab
Spring where it continues to play a strategic role in stimulating the political events and
processes that approve their countries’ political doctrines and economic interests. There is
no dispute that ownership and control of international news coverage is often one-sided.
The big questions revolve around what should be made of this situation. It has been
fashionable in some circles to g1orif~i these inequalities by arguing that global news
media is the arena in which values, such as universal human rights and democracy, are
disseminated from the places that cherish them to backward politically underdeveloped
regions. On the other hand, global news media has been viewed as a multi-layered
structure, where the worldview of elite races, cultures and nations are imposed on others,
and where questions related to the global power structure are not even allowed hearing
because all issues are framed by the powerful.
In the past, Western media journalistic ethics questioned the use of information
provided by the public and unknown or incredible media sources in global political
news.7 However the influence and power of politics has altered these media guidelines. In
global news coverage of the Arab Spring, Western media institutions accepted and used
information and footage from private citizens of the Arab Spring countries despite the
6 CNN Wire Staff~ “Calm elusive as rockets rain in Gaza, Israel”, CNN International Internet,
availablefronz http://www.cnmcomJ20 12/1 1/20/worldlmeast/gaza-israel-strijce/jndexhtml accessed 20
November 2012.
7Miriyam Aouragh, Social Media, Mediation and the Arab Revolutions (New York: Vintage
Books (2012) 525 —528.
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West and Hollywood’s negative portrayal of the Arabs, Muslims and their religious
principles.8 The change-in-beliefs and embracing of the infonnation contributed by these
private citizens was for the reason that these protests, demonstrations and uprisings were
expectedly to benefit the Western countries’ economic and strategic interests. These
assumptions aie based on firsthand observations of the writer while working as
Assignment Editor for CNN International Desk during coverage of the Arab Spring.
During the first weeks of upheavals, private citizens in Tunisia and Egypt notably
provided images and sound of events to news agencies such as Agence-France-Presse,
Reuters, Associated Press, and media institutions of BBC, CNN, France24 International
and Al-Jazeera News through Facebook, Twitter and the blog calling-on the Western
countries to intervene. Since then, the approach to the news coverage of these events by
institutions from the United States, Britain, France and Qatar respectively is evidently
based on national interests’ viewpoint that promotes political ideologies and economic
progression.9
Research Theories: Neo-Realism and Neo-Marxism
Two primary theories applied to this research scholarship are Kenneth Waltz’s
neo-realist and Daniel Chandler’s neo-Marxist media theories. The elitism theory is used
as secondary to clarify and describe class and power structures on who controls what,
8 Jack G. Shaiaeen, “Hollywood’s Muslim Arabs”, The Muslim World 90, no.2 (2007): 22 - 42.
~ Media institutions discussed will be abbreviated as: Al-Jazeera (Aijazeera), American Broadcast
Corporation (ABC), Associated Press (AP), British Broadcast Corporation (BBC), Cable News Network
(CNN), China Central Television (CCTV), Fox News Channel (FNC), France 24 international News
(France24), Nigerian Television Authority (NTA), Russia Today (RT) and South African Broadcast
Corporation (SABC). Information Telegraph Agency of Russia (ITAR).
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how and why. Neo-realism’s philosophical idea asserts that: “international institutions are
used by states to pursue their own interests and that the States are the tools of the elite
class. Without a basis either of hegemonic dominance or common interests, international
institutions cannot long survive.”10
Neo-Marxist theory focuses on states and its elite promoting corporate interests
and the free-market globalization. It also puts emphasis on international class adjustments
and allegiances; (1) that international politics using international news coverage is
essentially a struggle for power in a rebellious setting in which nation-states inevitably
rely on their own capabilities to ensure their survival by promoting corporate interests
and hegemony; (2) that states exist in a condition of legal sovereignty in which
nevertheless there are gradations of capabilities, with greater and lesser states as actors;
(3) that states are rational actors characterized by a decision-making process leading to
choices based on maximizing the national interest at the expense of others, and (4) that
power is the most important concept in explaining, as well as predicting state behavior.”
Chandler’s premise of neo-Marxism elucidates that international media are, in a
“means ofproduction” which in capitalist society are in the ownership of the ruling class.
According to the classical Marxist position, the mass media simply disseminate the ideas
and world views of the ruling class, and deny or defuse alternative ideas. This is very
much in accord with Marx’s argument that:
‘°James E. Dougherty and Robert L. PfaItzgraff~ Contending Theories ofInternational Relations:
A Comprehensive Survey (New York: Addison Wesley Longman, Inc., 1996) 62 — 63.
“James E. Dougherty and Robert L. Pfaltzgraff Contending Theories ofInternational Relations:
A Comprehensive Survey (New York: Addison Wesley Longman, Inc., 1996).
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Capitalist society is one of class domination; the media are seen as part of an
ideological arena in which various class views are fought out, although within the
context of the dominance of certain classes; ultimate control is increasingly
concentrated in monopoly capital; media professionals, while enjoying the illusion
of autonomy, are socialized into and internalize the nonns of the dominant culture;
the media taken as a whole, relay interpretive frameworks consonant with the
interests of the dominant classes, and media audiences, while sometimes
negotiating and contesting these frameworks, lack ready access to alternative
meaning systems that would enable them to reject the definitions offered by the
media in favor of consistently oppositional definitions. The class which has the
means of material production at its disposal has control at the same time over the
means of mental production, so that thereby, generally speaking, the ideas of those
who lack the means of mental production are subject to it12
The definition of States being tools of the elite is based on the premise that the
U.S. constitution, according to Joseph D. Keamey and Thomas W. Merrill in their book:
“The Origins of the American Public Trust Doctrine: What Really Happened in Illinois
Central”, was designed to protect the interests of the most powerful and the wealthy.
Keamey and Merrill asserts that:
The constitution of the U.S. is a document of, by and for the rich for control of the
laws by which a government operates.13
In the progression of this thesis, the discussion attempts to reveal that
International media institutions and its news agencies tends to take a subjective stance in
the coverage of the events once its journalists or practitioners become embedded with a
section or group in conflict. These media authenticate everything said by any of the
factions that accommodate them to such that in the end they compromise their media or
12 Daniel Chandler, Marxist Media Theoiy (Boulder: University of Colorado Press, 1992).
13 Joseph D. Keamey and Thomas W. Merrill, The Origins ofthe American Public Trust Doctrine:
What Really Happened in illinois Central (Illinois, Marquette Law Scholarly Commons, 2004) 799.
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journalistic ethics for the interests of their home countries. Further elaboration on this
will be discussed in the later chapters.
When global news media institutions such as BBC, CNN and Al-Jazeera label top
government officials as credible sources to comment on international diplomacy, it
empowers these individuals at best to control and decide on the political doctrine or paths
that their respective governments should follow. It also sanctions these elites to influence
the content on news production. The relevance of neo-realism and neo-Marxist theories
to global news coverage and specifically of the Arab Spring, at best interprets and
analyzes how the elite of the Western countries indirectly influence or influenced the
political system, structures and decision-making processes based on their national
interest. On one hand Neo-realism talks of international institutions (in this case, the
institutions are the news media houses) being used by States. In this illustration States
discussed are governments of Arab Spring countries and Western governments who
during the upheavals used their respective media institutions to broadcast news favorable
to their strategic and economic interests.’4 On the other hand Neo-Marxism influences the
philosophy of corporate and national interests. Its approach to the development of
economics is connected with dependency and external exploitation rather than the normal
“internal” exploitation. Its assertion of the Arab Spring news coverage by Western media
institutions is that the developed West’s reliance on economic and strategic resources of
14 Brief explanation is that CNN, BBC and France24 International’s news were angled favorable
to the upheavals of the peoples of the Arab Spring countries’ advances against their governments. On the
other side the media of the countries facing these revolts were critical of these demonstrations and protests.
Russia TV broadcasts criticized these rebellious events because they are an institution funded by the Russia
government that has strategic and economic interests in the Arab Spring countries.
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the Middle East and North African countries such as oil, natural gas and the Nile river
transportation system, systematic exploitation results in (these economically developed
Western countries) their support of popular revolts against their own governments.’5 The
upheavals normally end with these governments replaced by regimes or systems that are
pro-Western influenced to give the latter advantages in the manipulation of economic and
strategic resources along with establishing hegemony. The further explanation of these
theories further allow the thesis to explain the impacts of politics and the influence of
media technology brought by the corporate institutions to the global community.
Key-Players and Actors in International News
Key notable players who contribute sound and footage to news media institutions
are the international news agencies of the likes of AP, AFP and Reuters. These are
cooperatively owned by contributing newspapers, radio and television stations in their
respectively home countries. In some instances U.S. media will subscribe to British
owned Reuters, the French media subscribe to AP and British media to AFP through
media communications contracts of news trade, also known as the Agency Alliance
Treaty of 1869.16 The role of these news gatherers and its “sources” to the Arab Spring
will be discussed in detail in the later section of this research.’7
15 These upheavals are camed by comiption within government institutions, high employment,
food inflation and poor living conditions and a lack political and freedom of speech.
16 Media communications contracts also known as Agency Alliance Treaty of 1869 are agreements
that exist among the three news agencies, Agence-France-Presse, Associated Press and Reuters whereby
the three delegated each other regions of the world for exclusive coverage and service. They agreed for
each to sell footage to any licensed media institutions without a claim on each other. Cheriy, World
Communication, 116.
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In contrast are the Doha-based Al-Jazeera and Saudi Arabia owned Al-Arabiya;
satellite television channels. Al-Jazeera and Al-Arabiya’s welfare beside national
interests involves religious, social and cultural interests to the revolts, and how Arab
viewers think about these issues. While both Al-Jazeera and Al-Arabiya subscribe to
media ethics similar to any media institution including the Western media, they also
understand the importance of religion and how it affected these upheavals. Being
headquartered in the Middle-East (the hub of Islamic religion), there is a perception that
these media outlets are better-placed to dominate the markets and help to craft public
perceptions and influence the debate on the Arab Spring news coverage. It should be
stressed that for all the named media institutions to package and produce news they need
to source and process the information.
Sources and sourcing of news is an important element in the navigation of this
research study and to-those who aspire further research on the subject in future. The use
of the Arab Spring as a case study helps in the understanding of how global news
coverage is evolving in an era of networked digital media, a space that, by its nature,
allows for new research possibilities in tracking the influence of sources and States.
In transmitting global news or analyzing, there is a need to consider the
destination of the news to its target audience and how that audience will respond to the
news. Authors Alfred Herniida, Seth Lewis and Rodrigo Zamith, in their paper titled:
17 AP is a cooperatively owned by its contributing newspapers, radio and television stations in the
United States, which both contribute stories to the AP and use material written by its staffjournalists. Many
newspapers and broadcasters outside the United States are AP subscribers, paying a fee to use AP material
without being contributing members of the cooperative. Agênce-France-Presse is of the same in France and
Reuters in Britain.
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“Sources during the Tunisian and Egyptian Revolutions”, presented at the International
Symposium, affirms that Western media of the likes of CNN, BBC, France24
International and the news agencies: AP, AFP and Reuters trusted Western sources
commenting on the Arab Spring in their news production because these sources knew
how to protected Western principles.’8 These sources are the elite, defined as credible to
provide information that determined the theme of news produced and the political process
in other countries. These elites hold institutional powers in government departments,
legislations and business institutions. These governments’ constitutions are drafted to
such that they protect the elite and their wealth.’9 Credible sources are trusted people
with a reputation for accurate and truthful information they provide to the media.
However there is need to evaluate who gives credit or trust to these sources, and to which
of the doctrines these sources are aligned to. Anonymous sources can also be credible
with information that they provide but don’t want their identity revealed.
In 20th and 21st century politics, international news coverage has become an
essential component in the interaction of three highly important institutions: States,
corporate markets and societies, and how their relationship to one another affects the
behavior of different actors. In the past scholars of international politics put less emphasis
in ideas and information with students of media and communications and vice-versa.
Politics and media work in tandem so the two now have to closely interact for their own
‘8Alfred Hermida, Seth Lewis C., and Rodrigo Zarnith, “Sourcing the Arab Spring: A Case Study
of Andy Carvin’s Sources During the Tunisian and Egyptian Revolutions” (paper presented at the
International Symposium on Online Journalism in Austin, Texas, April2012).
19 Hermida, Seth Lewis C., and Rodrigo Zamith, “Sourcing the Arab Spring: A Case Study
of Andy Carvin’s Sources During the Tunisian and Egyptian Revolutions” (paper presented at the
International Symposium on Online Journalism in Austin, Texas, April 2012).
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mutual benefit. The media receives financial benefits from selling news to the population,
such as “talking points” from political figures, while politicians benefit from using the
media as a vehicle to disseminate their messages or propaganda In all instance, this
relation attracts fmancial revenues for both.
In modem economies and societies, the availability of information is central to
better decision making by citizens and consumers as well as international partners.
However it should be highlighted that the source of information should be trustworthy. In
political markets, citizens require information, facts, principles and background on
candidates or individuals seeking election to offices for them to make intelligent voting
choices. In economic and financial markets, whether local or international, consumers
and investors require information to select products and securities. The availability of
information from a reliable source is a crucial determinant of the efficiency of political
and economic markets.2°
Events that take place around the world such as international judicial systems; war
and peace; trade and bilateral relations are communicated through international news
gathering systems at unprecedented speed. Using sophisticated and highly developed
technology, the latter subsequently connect countries of the world coherently to convey
positive and sometimes negative iafluences to the electorate. The media gathers and
transmits news globally, using technologies such as communication, business and
military satellite systems. It is accepted or undisputable in nearly all variants of social and
20 Simeon Djankov, Cai-alee McLeish, Tatiana Nenova and Andrei Shleifer, “Who Owns the
Media?” NBER WORKING PAPER SERIES 8288 (2001), 2, http://www.nber.org/papers/w8288, accessed
l7April 2012.
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political theory that global news media and communication systems are cornerstones of
modem societies. In political terms, they serve to enhance democracy, or to deny it, or
some combination of the two. International news media reported, analyzed and suggested
events of the Arab Spring. In some instances their coverage stimulates anarchy. News
media coverage and communication systems in the political world have also emerged as
central areas for profit-making in modem capitalist societies. The profit-making
argument is supported by the proven statement that international news media institutions
have become a better marketing vehicle for international businesses. Multinational
corporations sell their products through advertising in global media institutions.21
The increase of technology in transnational electronic media institutions has
helped eliminate time and distance as obstacles to communication.22 Most of the media
outlets discussed in this research are conglomerates that have benefited many parts of
society, including business, education and international relationships. Media
conglomerates in this context are media institutions or media groups that own a large
number of companies in various mass media such as television, radio and internet. These
media conglomerates strive for policies that facilitate their control of news markets across
the globe. The most notable media conglomerate companies that feature prominently are:
Time Warner and News Corporation, although this thesis does not discuss much ofNews
Corporation.
21 Multinational Corporation (MNC) is a corporation enterprise that manages production or
delivers services in more than one country. It can also be refened to as a Transnational Corporation. They
play a role in globalization.
22 Technology in transnational electronic media discussed are Fiber-Optic lines, strands as thin as
a human hair that carry digital cable television and telephone systems information over long distances
implanted under the ocean.
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The Information Technology possessed by these international media
conglomerates is demolishing territorial boundaries and bringing nations together in a
single global community. No-one would have expected that CNN and BBC would one-
day be in competition with Arab-owned satellite news gatherer in the mold of Al-Jazeera
and Al-Arabiya or social media of the caliber of Facebook and Twitter. Change has
become the order of the day. Trade, banking and telecommunications are being
deregulated. Through the use of media technologies and its competitive actors, transport
is getting faster, flexible and available. Re-engineered business systems are taking
advantage of quick response and just-in-time strategies: and cargoes, containers, and
goods are being tracked around the globe by a variety of automatic identification devices.
Electronic data interchange and electronic commerce are replacing the slower, more
tedious paper trail. Countries now compete in global markets regardless of time zones,
national boundaries, and distance, as products and processes are redesigned to adjust to
the new business environment. People can advertise, sale and buy items on line using
specialized communication social engines such as Twitter, Facebook and YouTube.
The increasing pressures from the global market are forcing everyone to adopt
new trade practices and standards. Customs, treasuries, and lawmakers have to reinvent
themselves to adapt to the concept of electronic commerce. Nations are adjusting to new
methods of finance and tax gatherings, opening up their telecommunications systems to
private interests, and learning to take full advantage of harmonized procedures, standards,
and practices for trade documentation.
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Another significant issue pertaining to this topic is that it provides an improved
basis for articulating the political economy of transnational television news media
coverage and its potential for improving relations among nations. In this context, the
transnational media discussed include activities by electronic media or television
organizations that broadcast beyond the boundaries of their resident countries. The
politics of transnational news coverage means the decision-making process that
determines the degree of freedom of the press tolerated by individual governments and
how that could affect broadcasting modes and attitudes towards other nations. The most
noticeable transnational media organizations and news agencies that feature prominently
and make the discussion of this thesis are: CNN, BBC, Al-Jazeera, RT, SABC, NTA, AP,
AFP, Reuters and News Corporation.23
The subject of international news coverage confirms that not all countries can be
covered everyday by news media, and that the picture of the world in the news of every
country’s media is inevitably distorted in the sense that people, countries and the events
are often represented unevenly. The subject of international news coverage further
reveals politics as an important element in the manifestation of business, social and
cultural news. Most of the literature identified and studied so far corroborates that
international news coverage and its political impacts, have been, and continue to be an
influence to man’s contribution to societal development. Even a layperson can notice that
some incidents from a given country can appear so large that they occupy most of the
23 These international news institutions are owned by elite individuals, corporate officers, major
shareholders and governments. AP is the abbreviation for Associated Press, and News Corporation is the
company that owns Fox News Channel, Fox SportSoiith, SkyNews and many other Cable TV Channels.
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available international news slots while incidents of the same magnitude in another
country will barely receive any coverage.
CENTRAL RESEARCH QUESTION AND RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS
As a scholar of Political Science and Mass Media Communications the author is
intrigued and determined, through this research to reveal the structural foundations that
shape international news coverage in media and international politics through a case
study of the Arab Spring. In the process the research answers questions that encapsulate
the statement of the problem to the topic: International News Media Coverage of the
“Arab Spring”: Actors, Technology and Political Impacts. The central research question
that this thesis seeks to examine is the relationship between International News Coverage
and International Diplomacy. In an attempt to answer this central research subject, there
are a series of questions that need to be dealt with in the process, such as: Why are some
countries more likely than others to be covered and given more space or broadcast time
on these giant Western media institutions? What caused Africa and other world media in
the run-up and during the Arab Spring to rely on footage and sound-bites from western
media institutions? What systemic forces or determinants govern international news
coverage? These questions were pursued as manifested in the global news coverage of
the Arab Spring.
The extent to which capitalist, political, or social motivation determines the
present manner of international news coverage will be helpful to better our understanding
of prescriptions or solutions to associated problems. Given the complex and interwoven
nature of these problems, one cannot help but look beyond these questions into more
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specific aspects of the problems such as: Who are those responsible for the production,
transmission, and reception of (both electronic and print) international news coverage that
produce political impacts? At what point is this manner of global news coverage likely to
enhance cooperation or aggravate conflicts among nations? The news coverage of the
Arab Spring by Western media exposes some of the claims linked with enhancing
cooperation or aggravating conflicts by using people from those countries.
In the effort to answer all these questions, the core focus of the research examines
the multistep processes of politics in global news coverage and the distribution by a chain
of “gatekeepers” who apply a set of traditional news values that reflect a collective
judgment of what is news worthy and what is not. In this context gatekeepers are news
directors who monitor and decide what goes to air (in the context of television news) and
print news that will be suitable for public consumption.
The study of this subject is shaped by the research hypothesis which suggests that
gatekeepers tend to select information that reflects unexpectedness, proximity, political
conflicts, trade and political activities that influence the progression of economies of the
world and policies of the “host” countries.24 The news in general over-represents events
that occur close to our homes or incidents that are disruptive and feature well-known or
powerful people.
24 Host countries in this context are countries that “house” international news media institutions
covering news in other countries. Guest countries are countries that that are covered in the news media of
other countries.
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This research presents a model that enables us to determine the most functional
means of articulating global communication and, particularly international news coverage
in relation to international politics: its influence, impacts, technologies and the actors
involved. It is inevitable that this study challenges other existing explanations on the
subject, either in part or in every respect as it reveals the role of international news
coverage to the international communities. Global news coverage is the major source of
information about, and explanations of, social and political processes. It plays a key role
in determining the forms of consciousness and the modes of expression and action which
are made available to people. Consequently, any adequate analysis of the distribution of
power and of the process of legitimization must necessarily include an analysis of the
international news mass media.25
Based on the interdisciplinary nature of this scholastic study, a number of
hypotheses compete for prominence. The central hypothesis and one inspiring among
them, is that which assumes that international media and its news coverage is a dominant
factor such that its activities tend to influence and shape perceptions, and political
decisions of other countries favorable to their home countries’ doctrines.
The secondary hypothesis suggests that international news coverage or its
communication activities reporting conflicts could worsen hostile relations between
nations as a result of the slightest arousal of any perceived threat to national security.
The third hypothesis is that as the number of people in a country or an area increase there
is a chance or likeithood of a rise in the volume of news from that area. The abundance of
25Graham Murdock and Peter Golding, For a Political Economy ofMass Communication,
httjx//socialistregister.comlindex.php/srv/article/view/5355, accessed 5 August2012.
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resources and strategic allocation of a country or state will also contribute to the volume
and interests to a country or countries by international news media institutions from the
west.
These hypotheses are a result of systemic factors that are likely to influence
international news coverage. These factors comprise of: trade, territorial size, cultural and
political ties, physical distance, communication resources and sources. All are classified
under the umbrella of systemic factors. The systemic factors in this study are defined as
the distinctive traits of individual nations, as well as the magnitude of interaction and
relatedness between any two nations in the context of the global system. Because of the
increased production and invention of sophisticated technology, the factor of distance
cannot count at this juncture. Technology has enabled countries to connect with ease.
Interactions between nations are trade between two countries sharing the same political
ideology, language or exchange in cultural and social relations. These systemic factors
tend to influence the volume and content of news that flow from various parts of the
world and determine the menu of international news available to gatekeepers. The
operationalized systemic factors of international news flow include categories: national
traits and population. The common definition of “national traits” in this framework is the
behavior of a particular country towards the policies or ideologies of another.26 Improved
media technologies mean an improved number of “news source” and “sources of news”.
News source is a person, publication, or other record or document that gives timely
information. Examples of sources include official records, publications or broadcasts,
26Pop~ation in this discussion will state that: As the number of inhabitants in a country or an area
increases there is a likelihood of an increase in news coming from that area.
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officials in government or business, organization or corporations, witnesses of crime,
accidents or other events, and people involved with or affected by events or issues.
Freedom of the press is another key element that determines the volume of news
coverage capacity. In areas where there is news censorship, the likelihood is that there
will be less news gathered and disseminated to the population.27 Logistical factors of
news gathering and distribution such as the Satellite and Fiber-Optic Cable Systems add
to the essential and technologically developed news transportation forms between
countries. Navigating through this thesis, there is be a need to understand that the world
we see, read and hear about in the news is a product of both news standards and the
global system of news coverage and distribution. This means that there are set-standards
for how news should be covered. What angle of the story the news coverage will
approach. Who are the key players involved and who benefits from how the news is
presented.
Based on protests, demonstrations and military conflicts in the Arab Spring, this
thesis discusses the relations between global news media institutions and politics,, and
whether the link between politicians and how international news are covered can
complicate relations between nations. There have been instances where political events,
tensions and conflicts can be aggravated by statements uttered and channeled through the
media platforms by politicians, interests groups and world leaders. This takes shape when
international news practitioners continuously direct probing questions to politicians and
27 The degree ofpress freedom is the latitude given to the media to investigate, criticize, transmit
and publicize news on government institutions and its personnel without condemnation or threats.
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political organizations that later turn to incite conflict. A case-in-point was the CNN’s
“Piers Morgan Tonight show” where the news anchor probed Israeli Defense Minister
Ehud Barak on prospects of attacking Iran.28 Obviously this statement presumes an
existing climate of conflict between nations which the present mode of communication
seems to have been exacerbated. Incidentally, the realist viewpoint in international
relations agrees with this perspective. It maintains that states as major actors in
international relations are in perpetual antagonism, with each of them are motivated by
national self-interest. This supposedly means that conflicts could worsen in the hostile
relations between nations as a result of the slightest arousal of any perceived threat to
national security for states. Countries that used to be sworn enemies due to conflicting
political ideologies: Russia and the United States have eased the animosity to a working
relationship that encompasses trade, social contact, media communications and the search
for peace. While all these elements have improved the status quo of diplomacy and how
countries relate, tensions still exist as each and every country vies for their national
interests.
Furthermore this research study re-examines some of the existing theory and
practice in global communication in general and international news coverage in
particular. There seem to be in existence certain conditions which tend to support the fact
that the prevailing global communication processes promote conflict rather than foster
harmony. This assumption has its basis on human belief that through the promotion of
28 Steve Krakauer, “Ehud Baralc: Obama isfriendly to Israe4 especially in security-related
issues,” Piers Morgan Tonight (CNN, 2011) ht~://piersmorgan.b1o~s.cnncomJ20 1 1/09/20/ehud-barak-
obama-is-fi-iendly-to-israel-especially -in security-related-issues!, accessed 12 February 2012.
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hannony rather than exacerbating conflicts, many countries would be less prone to
confrontation or hostilities.
To attribute the entire global conflicts to the nature of global news coverage
would be very misleading because not all news covered by the international media from
the West stimulates conflicts. Some of these universal news media contributes positively
in economic, social and cultural cooperation. In some instances it becomes a case of how
the intended targets receive and interpret the message disseminated. While in other
instances journalists gets carried away with events and fail to explore both sides of the
story properly, especially when embedded to a group with the same political ideology as
their home country.29 They tend act as messengers for politicians and politics.
International news coverage and international diplomacy are encapsulated in the
study of international relations. The latter being a branch of political science that studies
and analyzes the international system. International system is the principal scheme of
relationships that extends beyond the boundaries of neighboring states. Therefore the
study of: “International News Media Coverage and Political Impacts”, enables scholars of
International Relations to relate to War and Peace studies, Conflict Resolutions,
International Law, International Economics, International Organizations and Diplomatic
Relations. All these sub-fields are key elements of global politics that play a role in
negotiating peace between the warring factions and international economic relations.3° In
29Revoir Paul, “Our Coverage ofthe Arab Spring was over-excited athnits BBC,” ~BBC, 2012)
http://www.dailymaiLco.uklnews/article-2 164536/BBCs-coverage-Arab-Spring-sporadic-ianoring-
uprishs~faiIed-favour-bi~--stories-Libya-Egypt.htm1, accessed 26 August, 2012.
30 Warring factions in this context is the protesters and demonstrators who revolted against their
governments resulting in the two factions engaging in military conflicts.
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essence the enlisted subfields, in one-way or the other have become key elements in the
process of negotiating peace in the Arab Spring. Academic experts in each of these fields
of study have been called upon to mediate political, economic, cultural and social stand
offs.3’
In almost all countries of the Arab Spring the situation has invited or needed the
intervention of the United Nations, an international organization whose stated aims are
facilitating cooperation in International law, International security, economic
development, social progress, human rights, and achievement of world peace.32 It should
be realized that all these sub-fields mentioned above support and service the growth of
international news coverage’s progression as manifested in the Arab Spring.
In addition, the subject on helps to establish suggestions that transnational
information flow is a reflection and a constituent of the larger global system which in
turn is latently structured by the world’s politics, economic and culture.33 The larger
Western nations, which have the resources to maintain their own systems of news
coverage, tend to distribute surplus resources strategically, meaning they will channel
~ The United Nations appointed its former Secretary-General, Kofi Annan to negotiate peace
between the Syrian government and Syrian rebel forces fighting to oust President Al Bashir Assad.
confiict?x~_source=activity, accessed 14 November, 2012.
32 The United Nations at a Glance (April 5, 2009), http://www.un.org/enJaboutun1index.shtml.
accessed 19 August, 2012.
~ Terence Hopkins and Immanuel Wallerstein, The Age ofTransition: The Trajectoiy of the
World System 1945-2025 (London; Atlantic Highlands, NI: Zed Books; Leichhardt, NSW, Aus~a1ia:
Pluto Press, 1996).
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resources and aid to media institutions and governments that drive their agendas or
having the same political ideologies.34
Actors in the context of this topic are countries whose media has extensively
covered the Arab Spring. The challenges in the discussion on these actors will be to
examine how Western media institutions’ images and graphics presented the socio
political structure of Tunisia, Egypt, Libya and Syria.35 What is of interest to these media
institutions and the countries they originate from? Theoretically any media institution
privileged to cover events in any other country besides its own has a high probability that
it will focus or put more emphasis on its home-country’s national interest. The discussion
cannot yield results without evaluating the status and credentials of sources of news in the
social and political class. Also in the list of actors are countries of the Arab Spring (guest
countries) covered by these Western media.36 Although its own media has also covered
these events (the Arab Spring), their viewpoints have had little to influence most of the
world countries about the unraveling events.
The thesis suggests that superior media technology of predominantly Western
countries could be using the advantage of communications satellites and Fiber-Optic
34A case in point is United States’ Voice of America (VOA) Radio and Television broadcasts
distributed by satellite and cable to countries such as Cuba (Radio Marti) to sabotage and force regime
change in favor of a capitalist system of governance. In 1980 U.S. congress approved $1.3 Billion to VOA
broadcasts against countries such as Zimbabwe, Cuba, Iran, North Korea and others opposed to the U.S.
principles of government
~ The media institutions that the research discusses include Four big news agencies that supply
images and sound to mainstream media namely: AFP, Reuters, AP and Information Telegraph Agency of
Russia (ITAR) and international media: Aljazeera, BBC, CNN, France News24 International, NTA, RTV,
and SABC.
~ Guest countries are the countries that are covered in the news media of other countries.
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Cables to transmit news events from their standpoint. Even though communication and
news coverage is expected to be a two-way thing, this study demonstrates that the value
of international news coverage of events in the Arab Spring to a country such as the
United States, and media technologically rich countries, does not necessarily involve
others doing more than receiving news and viewpoints. The millions around the world
who invested and watches news from satellite reception dishes are, unsuspectingly
buying into a process that gives the media-technologically developed countries the ability
to exercise political power over them by influencing their ideologies.
Through the case study of the Arab Spring, the research reveals that global news
coverage course is essentially strategic and beneficial to the world’s powerful countries.37
Western countries, Russia and China present an impression that their meddling with
political activities in the Arab Spring, aided by sophisticated media technologies help
maintains a world order. However the research study reveals that in reality they do so to
pursue ideas that influence their political, economic and cultural interests in these
countries.
Developed countries control communication satellites and optic fiber cables wired
to run on the sea-bed transmitting news on economies, defense systems, transport and
politics.38 These media technological elements facilitate the transmission of images and
~ World’s powerful countries in this context will be: France, Russia, U.K and U.S. The media
from these countries have dominated coverage of the Arab Spring while their governments have remains
key players in negotiating the political process.
38 Communications Satellites are satellites stationed in space for the purpose of
telecommunications. In the context of this research, these satellites are used for broadcasting television
programs. Their operations are that they are artificial satellites that receive signals from earth station and
then re-transmit the signal to other stations. The satellite circles the globe over the equator, in a movement
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sound through television and radio news. The news they produce are covered from their
own perspective and disseminated to influence the world countries of their political
doctrine. Most of Africa and other semi-developed countries’ media do not have the
sophisticated communication satellites to cover news on a global spectrum. They tend to
become affiliates or subscribers, and flight news gathered by Western media from a
Western viewpoint. It should be realized that global news transmission also reflects the
earlier imperialist system in which news agencies follow national flags, armies and
traders.39 On one side Western countries jostle in support of revolts against governments
and leaders in the Arab Spring whose political principles normally challenges western
political, economic and cultural ideologies. On the other Russia and China have
supported of the Libya and Syrian governments for reasons of national interests.40 Qatar
based Arabic news satellite TV channel, Al-Jazeera has become internationally popular in
the coverage of the Arab Spring. To the viewer, being an Arabic news channel, they are
seen as being more cultural connected to the politics, religion, economy and the
population. This connection gives them an advantage to navigate the course and causes of
these events. Although some will argue that Al-Jazeera’s coverage of the Arab Spring has
been objective and better compared to the West, Russia and Chinese media, this study
that is synchronized, and they also offer continuous operation in the area of visibility. These types of
satellite are said to have a geostationary orbit.
~ flags, anruies and Iraders in this context means: coverage of news in the Arab Spring is
influenced by the activities and size of their militaries and economies.
~° Weijin Li, “China’s Motivationfor its Veto on the UN Syria Resolution,” Shanghai Institutes for
International Studies, htp://wwwsiis.oracnlen!zhuanti view en.aspx?id=l0 124, accessed 26 August
2012.
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reveals specifics of national interests identical to the Western media to the Arab Spring
upheavals.
The discussion debates that international media when conducting news coverage;
its reporters are typically assigned to foreign locales with pleasant amenities or to those
regions with traditional and current links to their home country. Consequently, news is
expected to follow reporters’ postings. Limited technological resources in third world
countries restrict them access to equipment that could enable their media institutions to
capture and disseminate international news from an independent political analysis. This
reality gives the leverage in global political decisions to western powers.4’ These details
contribute to confirm that through international news coverage Western countries have
gained political power to influence political decisions within governments and
international world bodies. To justify this causal claim the research provides supporting
facts and data in the following chapters.
Political Scientists must not overlook that, in the 21St century, a valid global
reality has been the tendency for most societies to measure their progress and
development by the levels of growth of their technology.
This thesis enables the exploration of the nature of global news flow by
investigating the influence of nine systemic factors (namely: communication resources,
level of economic development, degree of press freedom, presence of international news
agency, language, cultural ties, physical distance, tenitorial size and strength of trade
41 Western powers in this context are countries of Britain, France, Germany, Italy and the U.S.
They strive to influence their political, economic and cultural ideologies to other countries.
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partners) on the volume of foreign news originating from the Arab Spring protests in
Tunisia and Egypt, and subsequently presented in the media of eight individual countries.
In this study, each of the four “guest” countries is treated as the unit of analysis. Guest
countries are countries that are covered in the news media of other countries. In the
context of this study the Arab Spring becomes “guest” countries in international news
media of the West. The dependent variable is the total number of news stories from or
about the guest countries in the media of the eight “host” countries.42 The importance
about the “total numbers” is that they explain and reveal the level of press freedom
afforded in a particular country. Nations that practice democracy, the probability is that
there is no leverage to the number of stories covered per area.
Democratic states allow transparency and free-flow of news coverage by both
international and local media. The media is allowed to dissect and analyze political,
economic, social and cultural events without limitations or censorship. Studies in the past
have revealed that countries with an abundance of communication resources and a high
level of economic development have the capacity to dominate international news
coverage.43 Furthennore the number of international news stories covered for the world
by media from the rich Western countries is also determined by the level of relations
between these core nations and its semi-peripheral countries.~ In world systems theory
42 countries are countries that have international news media institutions covering news
selected for study in the sample. e.g. U.S. (CNN), U.K. (BBC), Russia (RT), France (France24
International News), Qatar (Al-Jazeera), South Africa (SABC), Nigeria (NTA), China (CCTV).
~ Kyungmo Kim and George Barnett, Determinants ofInternational News Flow: A Network
Analysis Communication Research (1996): 323 —352.
~The semi-peripheral countries are the industrializing, mostly capitalist countries which are
positioned between the developing and the rich developed and powerful countries.
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these semi-peripheral countries are the industrializing, mostly capitalist countries which
are positioned between the periphery and core countries. They have organizational
characteristics of both core countries and periphery countries and are often
geographically located between developed and underdeveloped regions.45 These
developing regions play a major role in mediating economic, political and social
activities that link developed and underdeveloped areas.46
The stronger the ties with technologically developed western countries, the more
likely a nation will receive more coverage. This allows the population of the host country
to keep abreast with events and activities in guest countries. In some instances news
coverage in countries with no ties to the host country still do take place to interpret or
convey a message on the guest country. An illustrative example is the case of fran which
presently has strained relations with the United States, Britain and France; however it still
receives more international news coverage than these countries’ ally Israel. Most of the
news coverage on Iran portrays this country in a negative light and critical of its political,
economic, social and religious principles.47
~ Christopher Chase-Dunn and Thomas D. Hall, Rise and Demise: Comparing World-Systems
(Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 1997) 276 — 306.
46 Developed regions are referred as core regions while the underdeveloped are referred as
peripheral regions.
~ Keshishian, “Political bias and Nonpolitical News: A content analysis of an Armenian and
Iranian earthquake in the New York Times and the Washington Post,” Critical Studies in Mass
Communication. 14, no. 4 (1997),
http://www.tandfonline.coinJdoilabs/10. 1080/1529503 9709367022#preview, accessed 16 September,
2012).




















































































